
COMMENTS ON SITE SELECTION FORMS

 4 sites spreads houses. Not making miniature Homelands 

14 - 25 houses phase 2020-31. Site 12 - 25 low level bungalows

14 and 1 ok. 12 & 17 cause highway issues. Need fpaths

Because its best+F38

Best distribution over sites. 

Best option for the village

Best way for development

Better access, less congestion.  Maybe option 2

Blue sites are all good. Glad that people are listened to

Complement all in GNDP. Issues presented+F141 very clearly

Even spread, least impact on residents

evenly spread - less impact on village

Extend paths for easier to get around

Extra traffic would go to A435 and not through village

Fairer, maintains linear layout

Good spread of developments, linear approach

Important to keep linear and avoid large housing devts

Important to spread houses. Large sites spoil village

Keep a linear village - NOT Option 3

Keep traffic outside of village

Keeps village linear

Least impact and keep linear nature

Less density. Make linear devt with cul-de-sac

Less detrimental overall

Less impact if devt spread

Lessens impact of any development.

Linear along road and 2 small cul-de-sacs

Linear devt would create a non-estate feel

Linear. Phased. Type housing acceptable to all

Linear. Small devts less intrusive. Ease traffic

Linear. Spreads traffic. less visual imopact

More sites please

More sites should be added

More sites will spread numbers of houses

Most closely reflects people requirements

Most in keeping. Avoids larger estate devts

Multiple building will maintain linearity of village

Multiple sites suit nature of village

Multiple sites, linear nature

Multiple small sites, not large 

Nearer A435- minimise extra traffic thro village

NOT area 17!  Some on area1 finishing at same as 14

Only one site away from my house

Option  1 s+F30hould have less traffic impact

Phase building is good for village

prefer 9 to 12 to preserve viewsand ease access to school

Prefers distribution over a selection of smaller sites

Safe for traffic. Keep linear



Site 12,1 & 14 ok for traffic.  site 17 may cause traffic F19

Site 2 would be ideal if access could be bought

Small gradual devt not infringing on existing properties

Small sites in keeping to keep character of village

smaller devts less impact. Ensure less amenity damage

Smaller sites - easier to integrate into village

Spread - would affect least number of people

Spread devt timewise. Makes least imopact

Spread devt will ease disruption to village

Spread devts across village. Sustainable option

Spread over sites. Concern over sites 15, 16 & 5

Spreads development. Keeps linearity

This option helps reduce through traffic

Woolstone Lane too narrow for more houses

Would need better bus service and safety jn Evesham Rd

Would not like centre of village expand or fattened

Would prefer an option 14, 12 and 1 to reduce density


